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Raven Pirate Princess Captain Raven And The All Girl Pirate
Crew Tpb 1 Princeless
An Elder of the Universe wants to fight Earth's strongest hero - but will Thor and Hulk ever agree on who that is? Of course not!
They'll have to run a gauntlet of impossible challenges to prove their worth...but what's really waiting for them at the finish line?
COLLECTING: THOR VS. HULK: CHAMPIONS OF THE UNIVERSE 1-6
SERIES PREMIERE Ten minutes in the future, the world runs on an economy of job shares and apps, including Reapr: a
crowdfunding platform to fund assassinations. Charlie Ellison leads a quiet, normal life until sheÕs suddenly targeted by a milliondollar Reapr campaign. Hunted by all of Los Angeles, Charlie hires Vita, the lowest-rated bodyguard on the Dfend app. As the
campaign picks up speed, theyÕll have to figure out who wants Charlie dead before the campaignÕs 30 daysÑor their livesÑare
over. From Eisner-nominated writer CHRISTOPHER SEBELA (Heartthrob, We(l)come Back, Harley Quinn), RO STEIN and TED
BRANDT (Captain Marvel, Raven: The Pirate Princess), TRIONA FARRELL (Runaways, Mech Cadet Yu), and CARDINAL RAE
(BINGO LOVE, ROSE). COMPARISON TITLES If the near-future implications of social media and technology in Semahn and
CoronaÕs NO. 1 WITH A BULLET had you on the edge of your seat, youÕll love CROWDED.
Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers. They've stolen everything that should be hers and now
she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, action, and adventure as Raven assembles the fearless
crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.
A nonbinary middle schooler saves a dog from bullies and is offered the chance to become the Dog Knight, protector of a magical
pact between humans and dogs, in the first book of this humorous and heartwarming middle-grade graphic novel series from
Jeremy Whitely, author of Princeless, and Bre Indigo, illustrator of Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy: A Graphic Novel. Frankie knows who
they are. They’re a drummer, they’re nonbinary, and they’re... the Dog Knight? One day Frankie is a relatively normal middle
schooler, with relatively normal challenges, like finding the perfect outfit to wear during their drum solo during the upcoming band
concert. The next, they save a friendly golden retriever from bullies and suddenly find themselves in a giant magical doghouse,
with a funny looking helmet, talking to a group of dog superheroes called the Pawtheon about a job offer. If Frankie can prove that
they possess the six dog virtues of loyalty, kindness, honesty, justice, stubbornness, and smell, they will be named the Dog Knight
and be given the power to fight alongside the Pawtheon and save the world from the forces of chaos. Maybe there is more to
Frankie than they thought?
Sea of Thieves #1
Captain America & The Mighty Avengers Vol. 1
Crowded #1
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Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven
Captain Marvel

Collects Future Foundation (2019) #1-5, material from Fantastic Four (2018) #12. From the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, it’s
the next generation of Imaginauts! When the Richards family was called back to Earth to be the FF again, they left behind the
Future Foundation — a think tank of the most brilliant young minds in the universe — with one mission: to find the pieces of their
friend the Molecule Man and rebuild him. But that’s proving harder than imagined as this crew of young geniuses, Atlanteans,
mutants, Moloids and androids have run into every problem in the Multiverse. Now, with the leadership of Alex and Julie Power,
and a little extra firepower from Guest Professor Yondu Udonta, the team will undergo their most dangerous mission yet: a prison
break! Brace yourself for a heart-pounding journey across time and space!
Spinning directly out of AXIS! Sam Wilson is Captain America, and when he assembles the Mighty Avengers, he has a whole new
mission in mind for Earth's Mightiest Heroes. But the events of AXIS already spell doom for the team's new direction! Why is
Luke Cage meeting with the head of the notorious Cortex corporation? Once, Luke was a hero for anyone who needed help -but
now, the only one Luke' helping is himself! Will Luke' marriage survive his inversion? As Spider-Man tries to rejoin the group,
Captain America gets fed up with the team he re-formed -and alongside Iron Man, declares war on the Mighty Avengers!
Meanwhile, as AXIS tears the team apart, Power Man and White Tiger investigate the brutal murder of Gideon Mace! Collecting:
Captain America & the Mighty Avengers #1-7.
Based on The Fresh Prince created by Will Smith, Destiny is the Fresh Princess. Meet Destiny—a cool, energetic, and strongwilled young girl who approaches every day with her own signature style! That is, until she moves to a brand-new neighborhood,
where nothing looks quite the same as it did at her old house. Even with new challenges and new friends to make, Destiny always
has a plan. With a few reminders from her loving family and after remembering what being the Fresh Princess is all about, she
may just take the leap and jump right in! Written by celebrated author, blogger, and editor Denene Millner and illustrated by
Gladys Jose, Fresh Princess is the perfect book to encourage kids to proudly stand out and be themselves!
From BRIAN K. VAUGHAN, #1 New York Times bestselling writer of SAGA and THE PRIVATE EYE, and CLIFF CHIANG,
legendary artist of Wonder Woman, comes the first volume of an all-new ongoing adventure. In the early hours after Halloween
of 1988, four 2-yearold newspaper delivery girls uncover the most important story of all time. Suburban drama and otherworldly
mysteries collide in this smashhit series about nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood. Collects PAPER GIRLS #1-5.
The Lost Treasure of Captain Kidd
My Little Pony: Nightmare Knights #3
Captain Raven and the All-Girl Pirate Crew #TPB 1
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Daughter of the Pirate King
Princeless: Raven: The Pirate Princess
Equestria's in danger! Powerless and threatened by a great evil, Princess Luna discovers she can't count on her sister or any of the
usual heroes of Equestria. Running out of time and with nowhere to turn, Luna assembles a team specially suited to save the day...
made up of former villains! Will Luna, Capper, Tempest Shadow, Trixie, and Stygian all be able to work together and find a way into
the most dangerous place any of them have ever been?
Two boys living along the Hudson River track historical clues and try to elude a crazed treasure-hunter as they search for bounty
rumored to have been hidden in 1699.
Collects Captain Marvel (2019) #12-17. Captain Marvel takes on the Avengers — to the death! Carol Danvers has fought alien hordes.
Rescued the X-Men. Punched Thanos in the face. Literally saved the world! But now she faces her greatest challenge: kill her fellow
Avengers! And she has 24 hours to do it! But why?! As the nightmare becomes reality and Earth’s Mightiest Heroes begin to fall one by
one, what does this mean for Carol — and for the world? When the mastermind behind Carol’s deadly transformation is revealed, she
must finally reconcile her human and alien sides — or lose them both. But as a plan begins to form, will the power of the Avengers be
enough to save the world? It’s a shocking new direction for Captain Marvel — and life on Earth will never be the same!
Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers. They've
stolen everything that should be hers and now she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, action, and
adventure as Raven assembles the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.
Motor Crush Vol. 2
Princeless
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 5: Get Lost Together
Uncharted
School for Extraterrestrial Girls #2
The acclaimed sci-fi action-adventure series MOTOR CRUSH is back for another heat! Two years have passed
in Nova Honda, the racing capital of the world, and for Domino Swift, everything has turned upside down.
How does she fit in a world without Crush? Collects MOTOR CRUSH #6-11
*A Book Riot Most Anticipated Nonfiction Book of 2021* The creators of the popular website Black Nerd
Problems bring their witty and unflinching insight to this engaging collection of pop culture essays on
everything from Mario Kart and The Wire to issues of representation and police brutality across media.
When William Evans and Omar Holmon founded Black Nerd Problems, they had no idea whether anyone beyond
their small circle of friends would be interested in their little corner of the internet. But soon after
launching, they were surprised to find out that there was a wide community of people who hungered for
fresh perspectives on all things nerdy, from the perspective of #OwnedVoices. In the years since, Evans
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and Holmon have built a large, dedicated fanbase eager for their brand of cultural critique, whether in
the form of a laugh-out-loud, raucous Game of Thrones episode recap or an eloquent essay on dealing with
grief through stand-up comedy. Now, they are ready to take the next step with this vibrant and hilarious
essay collection, which covers everything from X-Men to Breonna Taylor with insight and intelligence. A
much needed and fresh pop culture critique from the perspective of people of color, Black Nerd Problems
is the ultimate celebration for anyone who loves a blend of social commentary and all things nerdy.
Spine title incorrectly indicates that this is book two rather than book three.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Brimming with drama and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves
is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean where scallywags the world over swarm to test their might
and mettle. Set sail on a tale of danger and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest
crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to claim the treasure that awaits them…
and who will be the first to walk the plank? From Jeremy Whitley (Princeless, The Unstoppable Wasp) and
Rhoald Marcellius (Carpe Diem, Bonehead) comes a swashbuckling story like no other, based upon Rare’s
acclaimed action-adventure videogame. Collects Seas of Thieves #1-4 “You’ll be thrown headlong into
deceit, intrigue, and great action… 10 out of 10!” – TM Stash “Naval battles, backstabbing and even a
tease of the supernatural – Sea of Thieves has it all!” – ComicBook.com “The world needs more pirate
comics, and this one fits the bill perfectly.” – First Comic News
X-Men: the Trial of Magneto
The Dog Knight
Sea of Thieves (complete collection
Marvel Action: Chillers
Save yourself
"I always knew my father was a pirate and I always knew I wanted to be one, too." At age fifteen,
Catherine's life is about to change. Her mother has just died and Catherine can't stand the thought of
being sent to live with her aunt in Boston. She longs for a life of adventure. After she discovers her
father's secret life as captain of the pirate ship Reprisal, her only thoughts are to join him on the
high seas. Catherine imagines a life of sailing the blue waters of the Caribbean, the wind whipping at
her back. She's heard tales of bloodshed and brutality but her father's ship would never be like that.
Catherine convinces her father to let her join him, disguised as a boy. But once the Reprisal sets sail,
she finds life aboard a pirate ship is not for the faint of heart. If her secret is uncovered,
punishment will be swift and brutal.
After 30 years of going fast, it’s time for fans to celebrate the speediest hedgehog of all time! It’s
an unbelievable birthday celebration for Sonic the Hedgehog with his first Classic Sonic special! First,
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in “Seasons of Chaos” by longtime Sonic scribe Ian Flynn and artists Aaron Hammerstrom & Reggie Graham,
Sonic goes on an adventure from pleasant spring valleys to wintry wonderlands in search of the Chaos
Emeralds. But Sonic’s not alone, with a little help from his friends Miles “Tails” Prower, Knuckles the
Echidna, Amy Rose, Mighty the Armadillo, and Ray the Flying Squirrel, they’ll race, fight, and fly their
way to victory against the baddest of baddies! Then, in “Dr. Eggman’s Birthday,” the vile, villainous
Dr. Eggman takes center stage in a story written by New York Times bestseller Gale Galligan (The
Babysitters Club)! And how does the bad doctor celebrate the occasion? Only his Badniks know for sure...
Finally, in "Sonic Learns to Drive," Sonic's up against a tough challenge: Driving! When the fastest
thing alive can outrun any car, will Sonic have the patience to learn... or will he finally get left in
the dust? Written by the hosts of My Brother, My Brother, and Me, The Adventure Zone, and New York Times
bestsellers, the McElroy Brothers! Grab a slice of chili dog cake and don’t get left in the dust on the
most way past cool book of the year!
Kami Garcia and Gabriel Picolo continue their New York Times bestselling Teen Titans series, and give
readers the romantic meet-up we’ve all been waiting for! It seems like years, but it’s only been a few
days since Raven Roth recovered her memories, trapped her demon father, Trigon, in her amulet, and had
her heart broken for the first time. But she doesn’t have time to worry about the past…she has to focus
on finding a way to get rid of Trigon for good. Garfield Logan still can’t believe he has the power to
transform into animals. But controlling his newfound abilities is difficult, and their unpredictable
nature could have dangerous consequences. Knowing his parents kept this secret hidden from him only
makes Gar feel more alone. He and Raven both seeking answers from the one person who seems to have them
all figured out: Slade Wilson. When their paths cross in Nashville, Raven and Gar can’t help but feel a
connection, despite the secrets they try to hide from each other. It will take a lot of trust and
courage to overcome the wounds of their pasts. But can they find acceptance for the darkest parts of
themselves? Or maybe even love?
Princess Adrienne is tired of being locked in a tower, waiting around to be rescued by a prince. She
escapes from the tower with the help of her guardian dragon, Sparky, and with her plucky sidekick
Bedelia, Adrienne sets off on a quest to rescue her sisters who are suffering the same fate.
Girls Take Flight
Thor Vs. Hulk: Champions of the Universe (Marvel Premiere Graphic Novel)
Princess Ugg
The Dragon and the Raven, Or, The Days of King Alfred
Essays

Six weeks have passed since the attack on the ship and the loss of Sunshine. Now everyone is trying to get back to
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normal, including Ximena, who has been putting off confessing her feelings for the love of her life. Now she's finally ready
to try and make it work, but is this relationship cursed? And what did happen to Sunshine? While the crew is sure she's
dead, she has found a new life on a mysterious island. While everything seems perfect, is there something terrifying
lurking beneath the surface?
The gripping true story of a South Korean woman's student days under an authoritarian regime in the early 1980s, and
how she defied state censorship through the rebellion of reading.
A new series from COURTNEY CRUMRIN creator Ted Naifeh! Princess Ülga isn't your standard princess, but her royal
lineage goes back for generations. At her mother's bequest, Ülga travels to the city-state of Atraeska, where the
prestigious Princess Academy lies, so that she can learn about things like diplomacy-hopefully for the benefit of her
rough and tumble people. But Ülga will learn that she's more behind in her studies than she realized-and that when
you're a princess, you're bound to have a few enemies.
The heist begins! As Luna's band of misfits infiltrates Eris' Palace and Casino, they are faced with challenges that will test
each member's resolve. Will they complete their mission, or will they turn on each other first?!
Raven Pirate Princess
Paper Girls Vol. 1
My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic #67
The Raven Lady
Brimming with drama, doubloons and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean
where swarthy scallywags the world over flock to test their might and mettle. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Join us on a tale of danger
and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to
claim the treasure that awaits them⋯ and who will be the first to walk the plank?
Originally published in single magazine form as Princeless: Raven, the Pirate Princess #5-8.
The first in the “powerful” (SFFWorld.com) New York Times bestselling fantasy series. Vaelin Al Sorna was only a child of ten
when his father left him at the iron gate of the Sixth Order to be trained and hardened to the austere, celibate and dangerous
life of a warrior of the Faith. He has no family now save the Order. Vaelin’s father was Battle Lord to King Janus, ruler of the
Unified Realm—and Vaelin’s rage at being deprived of his birthright knows no bounds. Even his cherished memories of his
mother are soon challenged by what he learns within the Order. But one truth overpowers all the rest: Vaelin Al Sorna is
destined for a future he has yet to comprehend. A future that will alter not only the Realm but the world.
A Story about an Honorable Pirate In two long letters, Captain Avery tries to exonerate himself from the evil deeds he is
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accused of. He doesn’t enjoy killing and he isn’t interested in raping women; gold and jewels are all he actually wants. Witness
his ‘honorable’ life from his humble beginnings to a true King of Pirates. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist
Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of
reading, no matter what form it takes
Blood Song
Vol. 1. Save Yourself
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 2
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 8: Afterglow and Aftermath
The King of Pirates

"Tempest's Tale," Part 1 of 2. Tempest, a former foe, is exploring Equestria to learn more about
love and friendship. Her travels take her to the Crystal Empire where she will come face-to-face
with the pony who set her down a path to villainy! Will she come to grips with her past or
return to treacherous ways?
Explore the secret history of Equestria in these tales delving into the unique places,
characters, and stories of the Ponies' world! It's all here: the origins of friendships, magic,
and the legendary ponies who inspired the Elements of Harmony. Find out how Equestria's most
legendary pony heroes came together to face the greatest evil any of them had ever encountered!
Will they be able to overcome their differences to defeat an enemy that knows all of their
weaknesses? Featuring Star Swirl the Bearded, Rockhoof, Mistmane, Flash Magnus, Somnambula, and
Mage Meadowbrook. Collects the complete 12-issue series and the never-before-collected Annual.
In the aftermath of Ireland’s battle with her ancient enemies, Queen Isolde orders her cousin,
smuggler Duncan O’Malley, to assume the throne of fairy as King Finvara. He’s a fish out of
water when it comes to nurturing the alliance between Ireland’s mortal and fairy peoples. And
the queen wants him to wed the daughter of Ireland’s enemy, the king of Icelandic shadow elves,
to help keep the peace. But the Irish think of the elves as goblins, and Finvara refuses. Elven
princess Koli, affronted by the king’s rejection—along with his decision to bring her to court
as little more than a captive—vows vengeance. Shortly after her arrival, she uncovers a plot
that would bring swift satisfaction. A dark and powerful fairy lord, Far Dorocha, wants to take
Finvara’s crown and lead both the fairy and elven people to war against the Irish. And he wants
Koli to help him. It’s the perfect setup for revenge, but Koli soon discovers that Finvara’s not
the haughty lord she believed him to be. And as she navigates treacherous waters inside the
court, she gets glimpses of the magic and passion that have been slumbering inside her. She must
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choose a side in the new battle for Ireland—will it be the fearsome father she has served for
nearly a century, or the fairy king who has helped awaken her to herself?
Date Night is over and a new day is dawning on Raven's crew. Everything is different. Everything
is perfect. Everything is about to fall apart. Just when things couldn't get better, the wind
stops blowing and an old enemy catches up with Sunshine. When the wind, the rain, and the sea
itself turn on Raven's crew, can they survive? Who will be left to tell the story of The Pirate
Princess?
Two Boys, Five Girls, and Three Love Stories
Future Foundation
Black Nerd Problems
Banned Book Club
The Pirate Captain's Daughter
Fans and comedy cognoscenti alike have made Thrizzle the smash hit humor comic of the decade.
And now the first four issues of Michael Kupperman's revered series are finally collected into
one deluxe hardcover.
A 17-year-old pirate captain INTENTIONALLY allows herself to get captured by enemy pirates in
this thrilling YA adventure from debut author Tricia Levenseller.
When an ancient supernatural book threatens the world, Doctor Strange and Ironheart will have to
follow its trail of destruction to stop it! Brave the spookiest corners of the Marvel Action
Universe with the Sorcerer Supreme and armored teen genius Riri Williams as they hunt the
legendary Iron-Bound Book of Shuma-Gorath. Along the way they'll hear fearful tales of its past:
Iron Man's encounter with a horrifying post-modern Prometheus! The time teenage monster hunter
Elsa Bloodstone came up against a werewolf... in Captain America's clothing! Spider-Man and
Nadia Van Dyne, the Unstoppable Wasp, against a possessive symbiote out for Peter Parker's soul!
Then, in the fearful finale, the heroes learn who's behind the Book's chaos. And that person has
one final fright to call forth! Writer Jeremy Whitley (My Little Pony, Unstoppable Wasp)
unearths his inner ghost-storyteller, with help from artists Gretel Lusky (Primer), Derek Charm
(Squirrel Girl, Star Wars Adventures), Sweeney Boo (Marvel Action: Captain Marvel), Seth Smith,
Bill Underwood, and Bowen McCurdy. Collects the complete four-issue series.
Locked in a tower with her sisters and tired of waiting to be rescued by a prince, Princess
Adrienne, her sidekick Bedelia, and her guardian dragon Sparky begin a quest to save themselves.
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Tales Designed to Thrizzle Volume One
Fresh Princess
Open for Business
Sonic the Hedgehog 30th Anniversary Special
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 3
In a world of arrogant nobles and their punishing laws, Georgina will be hung if anyone discovers she is a spy.
But when the wicked prince proposes marriage, Georgina must accept. Refusing would expose the secrets she has
delivered to a hidden resistance and forfeit her life. With her wedding day looming ever closer, salvation comes
from an unlikely source. Pirate Captain Cinder is a terror on the open sea, striking fear into hearts wherever she
sails. Now she has a new target. The vulnerable Princess Georgina should be an easy mark in Cinder's kidnapping
plot. However the legend of Captain Cinder is more intertwined with Georgina's own history than either of them
expect. Treacherous storms. A mysterious pirate king. The prince's unrelenting pursuit. Georgina and Cinder can
only escape by following the uncharted course of their hearts. Just as a future together is within their grasp,
Cinder's past threatens to drag them both to the deep.
Princeless: Raven: The Pirate PrincessAction Lab Entertainment Incorporated
Magneto, the mutant master of magnetism -- one of the founders of the mutant nation of Krakoa, a former villain
who has never stopped fighting for the benefit of mutantkind -- stars in the story that will shake Krakoa to its
core! A horrific murder. A shocking revelation. And a trial that will divide the new mutant nation down the middle
-- and possibly shatter it forever! Leah Williams and Valerio Schiti bring you an epic mystery that threatens the
Reign of X and upends the world that Magneto has worked so hard to build for his fellow mutants. The truth is
deeply hidden, the danger is far from over, and the trial has begun... COLLECTING: X-Men: The Trial of Magneto
(2021) 1-5
Free Women
My Little Pony: Legends of Magic Omnibus
My Little Pony: Nightmare Knights
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